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I’d like to start by thanking Bloomberg for hosting this event. 

Today, I’ll be speaking about the future system for monetary policy implementation – that is, the method by 
which the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) controls the cash rate. Planning for the future system is important 
given that the unwinding of unconventional monetary policies is leading to a decline in Exchange Settlement 
(ES) balances – otherwise known as reserves (Graph 1). Reserves held by banks in their ES accounts at the RBA 
play a central role in policy implementation. Banks use these funds to settle payments with other banks and with 
the RBA. They can also lend surplus funds to other banks in the overnight cash market. Those transactions go into 
the determination of the cash rate. 
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At its March meeting, the Reserve Bank Board considered three options for the future system for the 
implementation of monetary policy: 
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1. maintain the current ‘floor’ system with an excess of reserves; 

2. return to a ‘corridor’ system with scarce reserves, as used prior to the pandemic; or 

3. transition to a new system of ample reserves that lies somewhere between these two. 

The Board endorsed a plan to move to an ample reserves system with full allotment repurchase agreement 
(repo) auctions for our Open Market Operations (OMOs). The Bank of England, the European Central Bank and the 
Swedish Riksbank have announced they will be operating similar systems.[1] 

I want to emphasise that this decision has no implications for the current or future stance of monetary policy. 
Rather, it is only relevant to the way in which we will achieve the desired stance of monetary policy through our 
operations. Nor does it have a bearing on the Board’s current approach to quantitative tightening, which is to 
allow bonds purchased during the pandemic to run down as they mature and to periodically review the case to 
actively sell bonds. 

Today I’ll explain the three options for policy implementation, discuss some of the reasons why the Board has 
chosen to pursue the ample reserves system, and lay out the next steps as we move to that approach. 

Three options for policy implementation 
Option 1: A floor system with excess reserves – Our current approach 
One option is to stay with the current approach. Namely, an excess supply of reserves that leads the cash rate to 
be close to a floor. This floor is the rate paid to banks on funds left overnight in their ES accounts – the ES rate. 

The shift to this approach from the earlier system of scarce reserves began in mid-March 2020, as growing 
concerns about the economic effects of the pandemic led to stresses in global financial systems, including in 
Australia. As a first response, the RBA increased the extent of liquidity we were providing to banks (Graph 1; 
Graph 2; Graph 3).[2] Settlement balances quickly ramped up as the RBA met additional demand at our daily 
OMOs and bought government bonds in support of the functioning of those markets. Reserves grew further 
with the advent of the Term Funding Facility (TFF) and bond purchases in support of the yield target, and then 
later in 2020 through the bond purchase program.[3] 
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As ES balances rose to high levels and the initial financial stresses in markets eased, most banks found they had a 
surplus of funds in their ES accounts. Therefore, the demand from banks to borrow from one another in the cash 
market to meet their payments and other needs declined. As a result, the cash rate became closely anchored to 
the ES rate and activity in the cash market fell away markedly.[4] 

ES balances stabilised at around $460 billion in 2022, following the end of the bond purchase program, and since 
February 2023 have been declining as some of the bonds held have matured and the first tranche of the TFF was 
repaid by September 2023. ES balances will decline further when the remaining $96 billion of the TFF is repaid by 
the middle of this year, and as the RBA’s bond portfolio continues to decline. 

We are confident that the current high level of ES balances is still well in excess of what the banking system as a 
whole needs to satisfy underlying demand (to meet banks’ payment and minimum liquidity needs). But as ES 
balances decline further, there will come a point where reserves are no longer in excess of underlying demand. 

Some central banks have decided to retain a system of excess reserves.[5] To ensure that reserves remain in excess 
of underlying demand, at some point these central banks will need to offset the decline in reserves associated 
with the unwinding of their unconventional monetary policies. They can do this in a number of ways, but in 
general they will need to buy assets, such as government bonds (either outright or under repurchase 
agreements) or through foreign exchange transactions (e.g. via FX swaps). These central banks will work to 
maintain a buffer of reserves over and above the underlying demand for reserves. If the buffer isn’t sufficient, it 
could lead to volatility in a range of money markets.[6] To avoid that, these central banks will be monitoring 
conditions in money markets very closely and responding if needed, noting demand can change over time and 
sometimes quite quickly. 

The Board has decided not to maintain the current floor system with excess reserves. One reason is that it would 
require the RBA to hold a sizeable buffer of reserves over underlying demand, necessitating a relatively large 
balance sheet on an ongoing basis. Compared with the other options, this implies some additional risk to the 
RBA (such as interest rate risk) and a more sizeable footprint in markets. 
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Option 2: An interest rate corridor with scarce reserves – Our pre-pandemic approach 
What about the option of returning to our earlier system of scarce reserves to guide the cash rate to the target? 

This system was in use for many years before March 2020.[7] It entails the central bank supplying just enough 
reserves to meet the underlying demand of the banking system, and providing standing facilities to ensure that 
the policy rate trades in a corridor around the target. In Australia, banks with surplus reserves could leave them 
on deposit with the RBA at the ES rate, which used to be 25 basis points below the cash rate target. Banks with a 
shortage of reserves could borrow them overnight from the RBA at a rate that was 25 basis points above the 
target. Banks had no reason to pay a rate above the top of the corridor for borrowed reserves, nor would they 
lend reserves at a rate below the floor of the corridor. 

To keep the cash rate near the target, the RBA needed to accurately estimate the demand for reserves, forecast 
changes in the supply of reserves, and conduct OMOs daily (and sometimes more than once in a day). 

The system worked well for many years, with the cash rate almost always at the cash rate target. Compared with 
the other two options, this system has a couple of attractive features. Because it entails a smaller balance sheet 
than under excess or ample reserves systems, it naturally implies lower interest rate risk for the RBA. Similarly, it 
implies a smaller footprint of the RBA in financial markets. Indeed, this system supports more cash market activity 
than the other options because on any given day it is more likely that some banks are facing a shortage of 
reserves and need to borrow from other banks to meet their needs. 

Despite these benefits, the Board has decided not to return to a scarce reserves system. Such a system entails the 
highest risk of the banking system running into liquidity shortages. A scarce reserves system requires the central 
bank to have accurate estimates of reserve demand and supply on a daily basis and respond actively to short-
term fluctuations as needed. In the past, this appeared to be very successful, with only a few trivial deviations in 
the cash rate from the target (Graph 4). However, a large part of that may have been because of the convention 
by cash market participants to almost always conduct trades in the cash market at the target rate set by the 
Board. Having moved away from that environment, such a convention may not re-emerge. 
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Moreover, even though the cash rate in the past would trade close to target, there were lengthy periods when 
liquidity was tight in broader money markets, such as for repo and bank bills. This was evident when market rates 
traded noticeably above the cash rate or overnight index swaps (which measure expectations for the future cash 
rate), even though the cash rate was trading at the target (Graph 5). This tightening in financial conditions 
reflected, in part, the fact that some money market participants did not have access to the cash market and 
borrowed in other short-term markets. At the same time, banks were often reluctant to lend large volumes of 
reserves in money markets until late in the day, once they were confident in their capacity to meet their own 
liquidity needs.[8] 
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Having moved away from scarce reserves after the onset of the pandemic, banks appear to have adapted their 
operations to an environment of higher reserves, simplifying their liquidity management and facilitating 
smoother daily payment processes.[9] In other words, the underlying demand for reserves is likely to have 
increased compared with pre-pandemic days. It is difficult to accurately estimate underlying demand in any 
system, but small errors of estimation would be more problematic in a system of scarce reserves, since they can 
lead to considerable volatility in cash and other money markets (without very active responses from the 
central bank). 

Another issue is that a scarce reserves system is not resilient in the face of a sharp rise in the demand for liquidity 
in the banking system during occasions of considerable financial market stress. The RBA may be faced with such 
a scenario in the future and need to provide a large increase in reserves. This occurred at the onset of the 
pandemic when the RBA met all reasonable demands for liquidity from participants at our OMOs, much like the 
way in which our full allotment auctions work currently. Reserves also increased with the RBA’s purchases of 
bonds to address the dysfunction in government bond markets at the time. 

In short, scarce reserves systems are ill-suited to environments where demand for reserves is volatile and difficult 
to estimate accurately and where supply may change substantially depending on the need for the central bank 
to use balance sheet policies. For all these reasons, no other advanced economy central bank has indicated a 
return to a scarce reserves system. 
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Option 3: Ample reserves with full allotment OMO – A new approach 
The third option, which the Board has endorsed, is an ample reserves system in which banks’ demands for 
reserves are satisfied via open market repo operations at a price near the cash rate target, in what are known as 
full allotment auctions. Together with the floor provided by the ES rate, these operations should keep the cash 
rate close to target. Setting the price of reserves in this way is in contrast with the scarce and excess reserve 
systems, where the central bank sets the quantity of reserves in order to affect the price. Under the ample 
reserves system, the supply of reserves can rise and fall in line with changes in demand, with minimal effects on 
the cash rate and other money market rates. 

The Board sees a number of advantages with this new approach. Since the supply of reserves from the RBA will 
respond to changes in demand, we do not need to accurately estimate demand nor control the quantity of 
reserves; in short, it is simpler to operate than a scarce reserves or excess reserves system. An ample reserves 
system also reduces the risk of unnecessary volatility or disruption to conditions in money markets. Similarly, it is 
more resilient to any future expansion in the RBA’s balance sheet if, for example, there was a need to address 
extreme stresses affecting bond markets, such as at the onset of the pandemic. That said, in this system, banks 
will still need to ensure they manage their liquidity carefully, including by obtaining sufficient liquidity at OMOs. 

An ample reserves system is likely to lead to more activity in cash and other money markets compared with an 
excess reserves system, although not as much as under scarce reserves. With the supply of reserves just sufficient 
to satisfy underlying demand, the RBA’s balance sheet will be no larger than it needs to be in order to implement 
monetary policy, and our footprint in financial markets will be smaller than in an excess reserves system. 

The RBA will use repurchase agreements to supply reserves, which as of February this year are based on a floating 
rate (as a spread to the cash rate target), thereby removing interest rate risk for the RBA. Other operations could 
also be used to supply reserves, such as purchases of short-dated government bonds and/or FX swaps. We used 
these types of operations prior to the pandemic and they can also be structured to minimise interest rate risk. 
This is in contrast with an excess reserves system, for which it may be more difficult to supply sufficient reserves 
while also limiting the interest rate risk held on the RBA’s balance sheet and avoiding an overly large footprint in 
some markets.[10] 

The transition from excess to ample reserves 
The RBA has been running full allotment OMO repo auctions since shortly after the onset of the pandemic, so 
from our counterparties’ perspective there will be no immediate changes in our operations. 

Currently, the supply of reserves is in excess of underlying demand, which means that most banks have no need 
to obtain liquidity through OMOs. Participation is therefore relatively low compared with pre-pandemic levels 
(Graph 6). As the level of reserves falls, however, we will at some point transition from an excess of reserves to an 
environment of ample reserves. As this happens, we expect to see cash market activity increase, perhaps with 
some rise in the cash rate, and potentially some pressure in other money markets. By design, however, any such 
pressures should, to a large extent, be tempered as banks naturally respond to higher market interest rates by 
borrowing more at OMO repo at the price set by the RBA. As always, the RBA will be monitoring market 
conditons closely, particularly around the upcoming maturity of the TFF. And we have the ability to respond to 
market stresses if the need arises, including by conducting OMO more frequently than once a week. 
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What’s next? 
The Board has endorsed a plan to move to an ample reserves framework with full allotment OMO repo as the 
RBA’s future monetary policy implementation system. The next steps are for the RBA to determine the more 
detailed aspects of the system, including: the pricing, frequency and other aspects of our OMO repos; and what 
other instruments we might use to supply reserves. In addition to repo via full allotment auctions, the demand 
for reserves could be accommodated via a mix of FX swaps and purchases of short-dated government bonds. 
Among other considerations, this will depend on how the RBA wants to structure the composition of its balance 
sheet over the medium term. Also, a range of instruments would help to avoid an overly large presence in any 
single market, which might otherwise crowd out private sector activity. Under the earlier system of scarce 
reserves, all of these means of managing reserves – repo, FX swaps and outright bond holdings – were 
commonplace, though the outstanding balances for these instruments may well be greater under 
ample reserves. 

One issue we will be looking at closely is how banks adjust to the progressive withdrawal of liquidity implied by 
the run down in reserves. Hence, the accessibility of reserves at OMO, and in particular the price to borrow 
reserves under repo, will be a point of interest, including because it involves trade-offs. For example, an OMO 
repo rate with a low spread over the ES rate will provide banks with an incentive to demand more reserves than 
otherwise, which may facilitate more efficient payments and reduce risks to financial stability. However, this will 
reduce the incentives for banks to source liquidity from private markets (including the overnight cash market), 
with the RBA having a larger footprint in markets and a larger balance sheet. Conversely, an OMO rate further 
above the ES rate will provide banks with an incentive to hold fewer reserves than otherwise and obtain more 
liquidity from private markets, including in the cash market. But this could leave banks with smaller buffers to 
deal with sudden and unexpected increases in their need for reserves and result in more volatility in 
money markets. 
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The Board will consider these issues in due course, aided by the results of a public consultation and liaison with 
market participants that will commence shortly. In the meantime, our operations in financial markets will 
continue as they are. Namely, weekly full allotment repo OMO operations at a 28-day term and priced at a 
floating rate of 5 basis points above the cash rate target. 

Finally, let me stress again that all of this is about the plumbing underpinning the monetary system. It is not 
about the stance of monetary policy. 
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